The following paper evaluates the hypothesis that so called wh-exclamatives 
Introduction
In this paper, a class of sentences in German is discussed that are often called wh-exclamatives. Examples are in (1).
(1) a. Heinz ist erstaunt, wen Maria eingeladen hat.
Heinz is amazed who M. invited has 'Heinz is amazed who M. has invited.' b. Heinz ist erstaunt, wie gross Maria ist.
Ή. is amazed how tall M. is' c. Wen der alles eingeladen hat! who he all invited has The people he has invited!' d. Wie gross die ist! how tall she is 'What is she tall!'
So called wh-exclamatives can be roughly characterised as wh-clauses that are embedded under exclamative predicates like erstaunt sein/to be amazed at, see (la, b) , or that are used as the basis for an exclamation, see (Ic, d) .
One can ask if wh-exclamatives are a clause-type of their own, in particular, whether they are different from wh-clauses in question environments, that is under question predicates 1 like to ask or to wonder or used as questions. It is often assumed that wh-clauses in exclamative contexts, both embedded and unembedded, are indeed different from wh-clauses in interrogative or question environments like (2), at least regarding their semantical type, see for example Elliot (1971 Elliot ( , 1974 , Grimshaw (1979 Grimshaw ( , 1981 , Zaefferer (1983 Zaefferer ( , 1984 , Altmann (1987 Altmann ( , 1993 . (2) how very tall she PART is 2 Actually, the problem seems to be even more complex. In English, a wh-clause used as an exclamation does not show subject-aux inversion, cf.
(i). (i) a. How tall he is!/*? b. How tall is he*!/?
One could ask why root exclamations behave this way. W.r.t. embedded word order vs. root word order, the question could be rephrased: Why can English root-wh-clauses that look like embedded ones, cf. (ia), only be used as exclamations? The relative position of subject and finite verb is per se not a universal feature of clauses used as exclamations. In German, on the other hand, wh-clauses with embedded word order, that is verbfinal-clauses, are used as questions and as exclamations, and that is also the case for verb-second (main)-clauses. One could therefore ask: What are the possible uses for clauses that have embedded word order, if they are not embedded, and what leads to the, obviously, language specific restrictions? (iv) How can one explain the relation between wh-clauses and their interrogative meaning, and their use as exclamations. That is: how can one derive the expression of an emotional attitude to a given state of affairs with regard to certain unembedded w-clauses?
I begin with describing the semantics of exclamative predicates and the way they interact with wh-complements, section 2. In section 3, I tackle the question in (i). Section 4 deals with the question why oi-clauses can not be embedded under exclamative predicates. In 5 it is shown how independent wh-clauses can be used as exclamations. A summary follows in 5, including some remarks on the differences between the considerations here and those in Zanuttini/Portner (2000). 
On the semantics of exclamative predicates
The aim of this section is to describe the semantics of predicates like erstaunt seinjto be amazed at and the way they interact with the meaning of their wh-complements, eventually giving a characterization of the class of exclamative predicates. Consider a sentence like (6).
(6) Heinz ist erstaunt, wen Maria geheiratet hat. Heinz is amazed who Maria married has 'Heinz is amazed who Maria has married.'
Basically, the matrix-predicate erstaunt seinjto be amazed at denotes a relation between the matrix subject and at least two propositions. The first proposition describes the true state of affairs, that is the proposition that Maria married Peter, if she married Peter. The second proposition describes in this case what the matrix-subject expected to be the true answer to the wh-clause clause, for example, the proposition that Maria married Karl, if it was this Heinz expected to be the case. I call that the normproposition, because it generally describes the matrix subject's idea of what counts as the norm regarding the answer to the embedded wh-clause. I assume that a wh-clause denotes basically a set of propositions in the sense of Karttunen (1977) . So the meaning of (7) applied to the In a broader perspective the paper can be seen to contribute to the research on sentences types, in particular to the question how many there are. If the hypothesis is correct, we could end up with one less, at least for German.
world w is (8), the set of propositions of the form in (9), that are true in the world w, that is the set of propositions, so that there is a person χ and Maria has invited χ in w. Heinz knows who Maria invited has 'Heinz knows who Maria has invited.' If (10) is true, we want Heinz not only to know for all the people that Maria invited that Maria invited them. We also want Heinz to know that these are all the people that Maria invited. That is, Heinz should not have a wrong belief about someone else who was not invited. In this sense, the meaning in (8) is too weak. It does not make sure that Heinz knows all the people Maria invited and only those.
Heim (1994) solves this problem with the introduction of two answerconcepts that can be seen as reflecting different aspects of the meaning of a wh-complement. The basic meaning of the wh-clause is not changed. It is still a Karttunen one. Different matrix predicates can refer to different aspects of the meaning of their wh-complement.
The answer concepts are in (11) and (12).
(11) Answerl: ans 1 (wh-clause, w) = Π [[ wh-clause] ] (w)
The answer 1 to a wh-clause in the world w is the intersection of the intension of the wh-clause applied to world w. That is the proposition that can be expressed by the conjunction of all the answers to the wh-clause that are true in the world w.
(12) Answer2: ans2(wh-clause, w) = Xw' [ ansl( wh-clause, w') = ansl( wh-clause, w) ]
The answer2 to a wh-clause in the world w is the set of worlds where the answer 1 to the wh-clause is the same as in the world w. That is the proposition that the true answers are the true answers. Answer2 expresses the strong exhaustive meaning we need for the relation between matrix predicates like wissen/to know and their wh-complement.
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But where do we need the concept answer 1? One case Heim mentions is given by exclamative predicates like to be amazed at. The norm-proposition I mentioned above, that is the proposition the matrix subject expected in sentences like (13), is derived from the negation of the answer 1. Consider a sentence like (13).
(13) Heinz ist erstaunt, wer gekommen ist.
Heinz is amazed who come is 'Heinz is amazed at who came.' If Heinz is amazed who came, he expected another answer to the wh-clause to be true that stands somehow in a relation to the true answer and he expected the true answer to be false. But the expected answer is not just the negation of answer!.
Suppose Maria and Peter came. The negation of the proposition that Maria and Peter are the only persons that came is the complement set of the set of worlds where Maria and Peter came and only these two. The complement set is here the set of worlds where the set of people that came is different. But a world where Maria, Peter and Paul came is also different from the real world. Suppose Heinz had expected that Maria, Peter and Paul came. Could he really be amazed, if only Maria and Peter came. That is, could (13) be true with respect to this state of affairs? This seems not to be the case, cf. also Berman (1994) . The answer 1 to the wh-clause in (13) is the set of worlds where all persons came that came in the real world. The complement set is the set of worlds where not all persons came that came in the real world. Particularly, the world where Maria, Peter and Paul came is not in the complement set of the answer 1.
So, we can think a predicate as erstaunt seinjto be amazed at with a wh-complement to relate the matrix subject in the following way to two propositions, one being the answer2 to the wh-clause and one being the negation of the answer 1, see (14) . (14 In a case where Heinz expected noone to come (15b) seems to be appropriate. My point here is that the proposition that is expected must be a subset of the negation of the answer 1. It must be a set of worlds where the extension of the meaning of the wh-clause is not empty. There must be an instantiation of the wh-variable. The same is true for the true answer to the embedded wh-clause. Exclamative predicates require the wh-variable to be instantiated. The set of relevant propositions must not be empty. Consider (16) Kiparsky/ Kiparsky (1970) in that they presuppose the truth of the proposition of their ///^-complement, there are differences w.r.t. wh-complements. To know does not require the wh-variable to be instantiated, so the argument in (18) goes through, cf. Groenendijk/Stokhof (1982) , that is (18c) follows from (18a) and (18b).
(18) a. Heinz knows who Maria has invited, b. Maria did not invite anyone.
-» c. Heinz knows that Maria didn't invite anyone.
In the case of to be amazed at, a parallel argument is not correct, see (19) .
(19) a. Heinz is amazed at who Maria has invited, b. Maria did not invite anyone.
-/-» c. Heinz is amazed that Maria didn't invite anyone.
I take it that it is presupposed that the wh-variable must be instantiated. This property is constant under negation, as it should be.
(20) a. Heinz ist erstaunt, wen Maria geheiratet hat.
Heinz is amazed who Maria married has. b. Heinz ist nicht erstaunt, wen Maria geheiratet hat.
Heinz is not amazed who Maria married has.
In both (20a) and (20b) the existence of a new husband is presupposed. So, the here relevant properties of the class of exclamative predicates with wh-complements are the following:
(i) an exclamative predicate describes an emotional attitude to a state of affairs, (ii) it is presupposed that the wh-variable is instantiated, (iii) we have an alternative proposition, the norm-proposition, which is another possible answer to the embedded wh-clause where the wh-variable must also be instantiated. The norm-proposition is restricted by the answer 1 to the wh-clause in a systematic way, as a subset of the complement set of the answer 1.
I assume that at least these two propositions are ordered on a scale in a way that the expected proposition is the one that sets the norm, and the true proposition is orderd at a distance that reflects the strength of the deviation from the norm. In the case of to be amazed: the stronger the matrix subjects amazement, the higher up on the scale is the true proposition. This property is also linked to the exclamative predicate and is not part of the meaning of the wh-clause itself. An anonymous reviewer suggested that a suitable concept of scale could take care of the right norm proposition. In particular, it was suggested that the wrong norm-propostion w.r.t. example (13) could be excluded without recourse to the answer 1 because the proposition that Maria, Peter and Paul came can not be ranked higher on a scale of expectedness than the proposition that Maria and Peter came, for the latter is entailed by the former. I think that is a good idea. Basically, it formulates the same intuition as the approach I described. The main work, that is the relation to a scale and the ranking of suitable propositions, must still be done by the matrix predicate. And, more importantly, it is also not necessary to assume a special clause type wh-exclamative.
That there is indeed an emotional attitude as part of the meaning of exclamative predicates is shown by the following consideration: There are predicates that explicitly express the non-existence of an emotional attitude towards a certain state of affairs like egal sein or nicht jucken/not care. Those predicates cannot cooccure with exclamative predicates relating to the same state of affairs, see (21). Heinz is amazed how very tall Maria is, but he is indifferent towards this.
The properties one usually associates with wh-exclamatives, that is expression of an emotional attitude, presupposition of the propositional content, ordering of at least two relevant propositions on a scale, follows in this view solely from the properties of the matrix predicates. What the wh-clause does is that it provides via its interrogative semantics the possibility to compute the relevant alternative propositions.
With exclamative predicates embedding a wh-clause, we have a relation between the matrix subject and two different propositions: one describing the true exhaustive answer to the wh-clause, the answer2 in Heims terms, and one describing the norm-proposition.
Special Wh-phrases

Data
Now, I turn to question (i) in the introduction: Why can certain wh-clauses be embedded under exclamative predicates but not under question predicates?
5 See Fries (1988) for independent exclamatives. 6 I do not claim that an emotional attitude is related to every predicate that embeds a wh-clause with an element like enormously or very. Heinz wants to know how pig-cold it today is e. *Heinz fragt sich, wie riesig Maria ist.
Heinz asks himself how gigantic M. is
In (22) we have exclamative predicates embedding wh-clauses with a certain kind of wh-phrases. In the relevant reading, these wh-clauses are ungrammatical as complements of question predicates as in (23).
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It seems pretty obvious which elements are responsible for the contrast in (22) and (23), at least regarding a. to d. In the a-and b-cases we have intensifying elements (überaus and enorm) inside the adjectivephrase, adverbials to the adjectives.
8 Without these syntactical intensifiers, embedding under question-predicates is ok, see (24). (24) If we can find a more neutral form for this intensified nounphrases, so to speak stripped off their intensified element, embedding under question predicates is ok, see for example (29a) for (28a) and (29b) for (28b). This is parallel to the cases with adjectives above.
The second relevant contrast concerns multiple wh-complements. Cf. also Karttunen (1977) . Heinz is amazed how very tall which girl is I will come back to these examples in connection with the solution to the contrast in (22) and (23). But now to the different reading of sentences as in (23).
Possible Readings
The two different readings of sentences like (22) It is not the degree to which Maria is gigantic that is amazing. It is taken for granted that someone that is gigantic is so to a certain degree. Call this the non-degree-reading.
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The different readings correlate with different intonation patterns. In the degree-reading wie is emphasized and in the non-degree-reading it is, depending on the context, usually another part of the adjective phrase. (Capitals stand for emphasis). (34) The intensifying elements, whether syntactical, morphological or inherent, refer to extreme areas on a scale related to the meaning of the adjective they belong to. These extreme areas can be very small. In the extreme case, these areas are so small that a subdivision into different degrees is no longer possible, see also Rehbock (1997) . 13 This seems to be the case with pfeilschnell'/as quick as lightning. 13 In the case of other intensifiers like enorm/enormously or überaus/extremely judgements vary, see (i).
(i) ?Heinz wußte, daß Maria enorm/überaus groß ist, aber er ist erstaunt, WIE enorm/überaus groß sie ist.
H. knew that M. was enormously/extremely tall, but he is amazed HOW enormously/extremely tall she is. The reason seems to be the one mentioned in the text: the possibility to subdivide extreme areas on a scale is different for different speakers.
The two different readings, the degree-reading and the non-degreereading, have also effects on what I called above the norm-proposition. In the case of (38) with the predicate erstaunt sein it is the proposition describing Heinz' expectations.
(38) a. Heinz ist erstaunt, wie riesig Maria ist.
Heinz is amazed how gigantic M. is b. degree-reading:
Heinz expected Maria to be gigantic to another degree. c. non-degree-reading:
Heinz expected Maria to be just tall or even of normal height, but not gigantic at all.
The interesting point w.r.t. the non-degree reading is that Heinz didn't expect Maria to be riesig/gigantic at all. The problem is now how to derive the norm-proposition to the non-degree-reading if the norm proposition is actually another answer to the question how gigantic Maria is, that is an answer to the question to what degree Maria is gigantic.
Paraphrases to the non-degree reading/ Appositions
How can we paraphrase the non-degree-reading? I want to go back to some examples of Grimshaw (1979) Under exclamative predicates, a conjunctive apposition or a one-element apposition is ok, see (41). (41) is (, namely enormously).
The effect of the apposition is the same as in the examples (39)- (41). It is presupposed that the element named in the apposition is the true instantiation of the wh-variable. So, for example, in (42b) the meaning of the embedded wh-clause is the same as the meaning of how tall Maria is plus the presupposition that she is enormously tall. If this is correct, it is also possible to compute the right norm-proposition, the proposition that was expected, because the norm-proposition is restricted by the answer 1 to how tall Maria is. The expected proposition has nothing to do with a certain degree to which Maria is gigantic. We are interested in the answers to the neutral question how tall she is. And an answer here could well be that she is of normal height, or even small, and these are good candidates for the norm-proposition w.r.t. (42b). The presupposition of the intensifying elements can also be related to the speaker. This is shown by examples like (44). (44) In the cases where it is clear that the speaker doesn't know the answer to the embedded wh-clauses, the whole sentence becomes ungrammatical. That is, in the cases with intensifying elements. The neutral adjective or nominal forms as in (44c and d) are ok. That means the speaker has to know the instantiation of the wh-variable.
The assumption that the instantiation of the wh-variable named in the apposition is presupposed as the true answer to the wh-clause leads to a meaning of the wh-clause with just one possible answer: the one given in the wh-clause. Exactly this is the reason why the non-degree reading is not possible in question environments like (23) above. It simply makes no sense to ask for something the answer to which is given in the question. This is formulated in the restriction in (45).
(45) Wh-clauses that presuppose their only true answer are not allowed in question environments.
That does for example not exclude wh-clauses, that presuppose more than one true answer like (39a). The constrast in (31) above that the wh-phrases with intensifying elements are not grammatical in multiple wh-clauses can be explained, if we assume that there must be more than one instantiation for each wh-variable in a multiple wh-clause, see for example Wachowicz (1974) . The interpretation of the intensifying element as an apposition with the above named properties excludes that there is more than one instantiation. So, a multiple wh-clause is not possible. To sum up:
(i) W.r.t. the non-degree-reading, the intensifying elements are analysed as a sort of apposition triggering a certain (speakerrelated) presupposition that in turn leads to an interpretation with just one true answer that is named in the apposition. (ii) The norm-proposition is derived from the meaning of the wh-clause without the intensifying element. (iii) The contrast in (22) and (23) is derived from the properties in (i) and the restriction in (45).
This answers basically question (i) of the introduction.
OA-clauses
In this section, I discuss the question (ii) from the introduction, why 06-clauses are ungrammatical as complements of exclamative predicates, see (46).
(46) *Heinz ist erstaunt, ob es regnet.
Heinz is amazed whether it rains
If 0£-clauses and wh-interrogatives have the same semantical type that is the basis for selectional properties of a matrix predicate, one must discuss why certain predicates select only for a subclass. This selectional peculiarities w.r.t. the class of interrogatives are in no way restricted to exclamative predicates. There are different classes of predicates that take only wh-interrogatives, or subclasses of wh-interrogatives, or only 06-clauses, or only subclasses of 06-clauses. The communication verbs zugeben, gestehen, bekennen/admit take a wh-complement but are quite bad with οέ-clauses, compare (47) and (48).
(47) Heinz hat zugegeben!gestanden!bekannt, mit wem er die Nacht
Heinz has admitted/confessed/admitted with whom he the night verbracht hat. spent has 'Heinz has admitted whom he spent the night with.' (48 Huddleston (1994) shows for predicates like bezweifeln!doubt, zweifelhaft sein/be doubtful, fraglich sein/be questionable that they are sensitive w.r.t. to the type of οό-clause they take as a complement. They are ungrammatical with alternative 06-clauses, see (50). (50) There seem to be variations w.r.t. the acceptability of (50a).
What this diverse data suggests is that we must try from case to case to find out the reasons for the semantical incompatability between a class of predicates and a certain type of clause in complement position. I will do that here for the class of exclamative predicates and 06-clauses. Actually, it is not so selfevident why a predicate like to be amazed should not go together with an 06-clause. If we consider for example a sentence with know like (51), (51) Heinz knows whether it is raining. the intuition is that Heinz knows that it is raining, if it is raining, and that Heinz knows that it is not raining, if it is not raining. Why can't we interpret a sentence like (52) in the same way?
(52) *Heinz is amazed (at) whether it is raining.
That is: if it is raining, Heinz is amazed that it is raining, and if it is not raining, Heinz is amazed that it is not raining. As for the normproposition, Heinz could in each case easily have expected the opposite.
I think the relevant factor here is an element that exclamative predicates share with a broader class of predicates which are included in the class of emotive predicates that Kiparsky/Kiparsky (1970: 363) characterize as "in general all predicates which express a subjective value of a proposition rather than knowledge about it or its truth value". The important element is that we are dealing with an evaluation of a proposition. For an evaluation it seems to be basic to have the possibility of a relation to a relevant object of comparison.
16 W.r.t. the true answer to the wh-clause embedded by an exclamative predicate this object of comparison is the norm-proposition. It is the answer to the wh-clause that describes the matrix subject's idea of the norm. So, what an exclamative predicate requires of its complement is that there are two possible answers. Furthermore, the two answers must be logically independent from one another. In the case of (52), if the true answer is that it is raining, the normproposition can neither be the negation of the true answer nor a proposition that stands, for instance, in an entailment relation to it.
(53) A relation between an individual and a wh-complement given by an exclamative predicate is well defined only, if there are two possible, logically independent answers to the wh-clause.
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With the restriction in (53), we exclude 06-clauses as complements of exclamative predicates and have an intuitively reasonable answer to the question (ii) in the introduction.
Unembedded Wh-(exclamatives)
The fourth question in the introduction was how we can relate unembedded wh-clauses with their interrogative meaning to their use as exclamations. Examples are given in (54).
(Capitals stand for emphasis.) (54) a. Wen DIE geheiratet hat! whom she married has b. Wen DIE alles eingeladen hat\ whom she all invited has c. Wen hat DIE alles eingeladen! whom has she all invited d. Wem DER alles geholfen hat! whom he all helped has e. Wie RIESIG die ist! how gigantic she is f. Wie RIESIG ist die! how gigantic is she An exclamative utterance of the sentences in (54) expresses an emotional attitude of the speaker towards a certain state of affairs that is not in accordance with his or her expectations. An exclamation on the basis of a wh-clause presupposes the propositional content of the whclause to be true. An interesting point w.r.t. German is that the position of the finite verb does not differentiate between the uses as exclamations or questions. Both V2-clauses, see (54c, f), and V-final-clauses can be used as exclamations. of language, see also Fries (1988) and Rosengren (1992 Rosengren ( , 1994 Rosengren ( , 1997 . So, how can one imagine the relation between the interrogative meaning of a wh-clause and its use as an exclamation? Constitutive for an exclamation is an emotional attitude of the speaker to a state of affairs that is presupposed to be true and must somehow be accomodated in the context, and a difference between this state of affairs and the speaker's idea of the norm. The point that the expression of an emotional attitude is part of an exclamative illocution can be made clear with examples like (55) where the speaker at the same time tries to express that he is indifferent towards the relevant state of affairs.
(55) a. Wie SCHÖN Maria ist! #Aber das ist mir egal.
'How beautiful Maria is! #But I don't mind.'
The presupposed state of affairs is described by the answer 2 to the wh-clause, that is the true answer. A hearer expects the speaker to know the answer. Consider the exclamation in (56).
(56) SI: Wen DIE geheiratet hat! whom Maria married has If die has married Heinz, then SI should know that she has married Heinz. This is at least what S2 thinks, if he replies (57).
(57) S2: Wen HAT Maria denn geheiratet? whom did Maria PART marry If SI does not know the true answer to the question in (57), the utterance of (56) as an exclamation is defective. But the information that Maria married Heinz is not overtly part of the utterance. If the speaker knows the true answer, but holds it back, the relevance of the utterance must lie in something else. With respect to exclamations this could be interpreted in the following way: the relevant aspect is the expression of the speakers emotional attitude to the state of affairs that is described by the true answer. The connection to the proposition that describes the speakers norm is as in the embedded case: the proposition is a subset of the negation of the answer 1. For instance w.r.t. (56): SI could consider it to be normal that Maria married someone else. But how do we know that the utterance is to be interpreted as an exclamation and not as a question? The relevant factor ist the obligatory exclamative accent, compare Rosengren (1994, 1997) . The exclamative accent is easy to tell apart from contrast accents or other focussing accents, see Altmann (1993) . Its particular properties are greater maxima w.r.t. the basic frequency, greater length and possibly a higher intensity, cf. Oppenrieder (1987 ), Batliner (1988 . 19 The function of the exclamative accent is to show that we are dealing with an expression of an emotional attitude. I assume that emotions expressed by exclamations go together with an evaluation of the relevant state of affairs, see Fries (1994) . An evaluation is possible, if there is an object of comparison. The relevant state of affairs is described by the true answer to the whclause.The object of comparison is the norm-proposition. Exclamative illocutions and exclamative predicates (with wh-clause) share some basic properties:
-the propositional content of the wh-clause is presupposed, -an emotional attitude towards a state of affairs is expressed, -two certain propositions are needed that are compared with each other, -the first proposition is the true answer to the wh-clause, -the second, the norm-proposition, is restricted by the complement set of the answer 1.
To exclude wh-clauses with intensifying elements like (58) from being used as a question is actually not so hard now. These wh-clauses have the same properties as the parallel embedded ones in that they presuppose their only true answer.
(58) Wie ÜBERAUS GROSS die ist! how enormously tall she is And so they are subject to the restriction in (45), they are not allowed in question environments. I have related the exclamative illocution on the basis of a wh-clause to certain properties of emotions as part of the language system. These properties: existence of a certain state of affairs, evaluation part, derivation of an object of comparison are given by the function of the obligatory exclamative accent as a reflex of the emotional involvement of the speaker. The interrogative meaning of the wh-clause provides the set of propositions that are needed to compute the relevant norm-proposition.
For the connection between exclamative accent and emphatical accent w.r.t. declarative clauses see Wingert (1996) , for discussion of the intonation inside the wh-phrase, see Bötz (1995) .
Summary
The answers to question (i) and (iii) in the introduction are basically the same. Certain wh-clauses are excluded from question contexts because of the properties of the intensifying elements inside the clause-initial wh-phrase. W.r.t. question (ii), 06-clauses are excluded as complements of exclamative predicates, because they do not provide two possible, logically independent answers. The answer to question (iv) uses the obligatoriness of the exclamative accent and some considerations on the properties of emotions expressed by linguistic utterances. Concerning these questions, I think the hypothesis in (HI) can be maintained.
Before I finish, I have a few remarks on a paper by Raffaella Zanuttini and Paul Portner which Paul sent me after the DGfS-meeting in Leipzig. 20 I think that our considerations go in the same direction, though they differ in detail and w.r.t. the evaluation of the syntactical properties of wh-clauses in exclamative environments. As far as the German examples are concerned, there is in principle no syntactical difference between wh-clauses in exclamative environments and in question environments. The concept of widening that is introduced by Zanuttini/Portner (2000) captures the difference between the norm-proposition and the true answer to the wh-clause described here. In opposite to Zanuttini and Portner, I do not assume that there is a factive component as part of the relevant wh-clause. Factivity comes into play either through the matrix predicate or through the properties of the exclamative accent w.r.t. unembedded whclauses used as exclamations. The difference could become clear in examples with the matrix predicate wissen/know. Wissen takes 06-complements, see (59a), and also apparent exclamative complements, see (59b).
(59) a. Heinz weiß, ob es regnet.
Heinz knows that it is raining, b. Heinz weiß, wie überaus groß Maria ist.
Heinz knows how very tall Maria is.
In addition wissen takes wh-complements that could be interrogative or exclamative.
(60) Heinz weiß, wen Maria eingeladen hat. Heinz knows, whom Maria has invited. Zanuttini/Portner (2000) .
The embedded clause in (60) is possible with exclamative and question predicates. An approach that distinguishes between exclamative and interrogative wh-complements would predict a systematical ambiguity in cases like (60). At least w.r.t. the German data, I can not see that an ambiguity arises. Nevertheless, taking into consideration that Zanuttini and Portner also deal with other languages, for instance Italian and Paduan, I think it could be worth a try to put the results of the two approaches together to get a more general picture.
